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2 1. Introduction

1.1. Climate change and the road to carbon neutrality

Climate change is agreed, with an overwhelming consensus (95-100%) among climate

scientists, 1–4 to be caused by human activities. The most perilous activities have been

the emission of greenhouse gases (like carbon dioxide, methane, etc.) and deforestation

which has caused the carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere to rise by 25% in

the last 150 years, 5 setting a 800,000 year record (see Figure 1.1a). These gases, through

what is called the greenhouse effect, trap part of the heat that is radiated from Earth back

towards space, causing global temperature increases. This has already resulted in the

average global temperature to rise by 0.8 °C in the same 150 years 6 (see Figure 1.1b).

Both climate change and habitat destruction also have severe impacts on the biodi-

versity of Earth. Roughly one million species of plants and animals are facing extinction

within decades due to human activities. 7 The current rate at which species go extinct

is about 100-1000 times higher than the “normal rates” throughout geological time, but

similar to the five previous mass extinction events in history. 8–10 Therefore, the sixth mass

extinction event is considered to be an ongoing event. 10–12

Based on the projections presented by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

(IPCC), 13 the average global temperature increase is very likely to reach 2.0 °C by the

end of the 21st century in many of the scenarios and even pass 4.0 °C in more extreme

scenarios, depending on the steps taken to reduce future greenhouse gas emissions and

positive and negative climate feedback mechanisms that are not fully understood yet.

IPCC also stated that a 1-3 °C rise in global temperatures has a medium to high risk of

reaching climate tipping points which have large and irreversible consequences, 7,14 such

as the melting of the permafrost and the ice sheets in the cryosphere, and the decline

of Amazon and boreal forests. 15 The direness of the situation has been emphasized in a

recent article 16 entitled “World Scientists’ Warning to Humanity: A Second Notice” and

co-signed by a record number of more than 15,000 scientists:

“We have unleashed a mass extinction event, the sixth in roughly 540 mil-

lion years, wherein many current life forms could be annihilated or at least

committed to extinction by the end of this century. (...) Soon it will be too

late to shift course away from our failing trajectory, and time is running out.

We must recognize, in our day-to-day lives and in our governing institutions,

that Earth with all its life is our only home.”

While the situation is dire, it is not past a point of no return yet. However, economically

cost effective transitions and national pledges with no penalties are not likely to keep

the temperature rise below 3.0 °C, 15 which could already be well beyond the predicted

tipping points. The sheer impact of this situation (i.e., existential threat to civilization)

requires an adequate response (i.e., a global climate emergency): Carbon neutrality must

be reached in the nearest future.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.1 | (a) Atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations (parts per million) based on ice core data for the
past 800,000 years 17,18 and more recent direct measurements 5 show that we have reached the highest carbon
dioxide concentrations in the last 800,000 years. (b) The global mean temperature relative to the 1951-1980
mean for the last 2000 years (data from tree rings, corals, ice core) 6 highlight the sudden rise in the temperature
in the last 150 years, which is well correlated with the carbon dioxide data from (a). Lightly shaded region
indicates 95% confidence interval, while the darker region indicates 68% confidence interval. The black line
indicates the observational estimates from 1850 to 2018.
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Carbon neutrality refers to reaching a net zero carbon footprint. It requires minimiz-

ing carbon dioxide emissions by transitioning to a low-carbon economy by phasing out

fossil fuel based power generation in favor of low-carbon energy sources such as solar,

hydroelectric, wind, geothermal, and nuclear energy while also balancing the remaining

emissions with either carbon offsetting or carbon removal technologies.

Carbon offsetting is the compensation of the emissions by other means, such as

investment in energy efficiency or forestation projects. This approach has already been

widely adopted by many companies in response to governmental regulations and also by

private individuals who, for example, can pay an additional fee to offset the emissions

caused by personal air travel. However, carbon offsetting has sometimes been criticized

as an easy way for companies (and people) to buy their way out instead of committing to

real change. 19,20

Carbon removal refers to the large-scale removal of carbon dioxide and other green-

house gases from the atmosphere. While currently not sufficiently developed, it presents

the opportunity in the future for negative carbon emissions which might be necessary in

the case where climate goals have not been realized in time. Some of the investigated

methods are storing captured greenhouse gases in deep geological formations or weath-

ering (breaking down) of silicate or carbonate minerals, which results in net negative

carbon dioxide.

The main efforts for the transition to a low-carbon economy have been in the devel-

opment and improvement of low-carbon and renewable energy sources such as wind,

solar and hydroelectric. According to the International Renewable Energy Agency’s 2018

report, 21 the global renewable capacity has reached 2,351 GW, which is mostly shared by

hydro (50%), wind (24%), and solar (20%) energy. Interestingly, 84% of the growth in 2018

came from solar and wind installations. Especially, the solar energy capacity has grown by

24% that year. The potential of solar energy is also acknowledged in International Energy

Agency’s 2040 predictions 22 where they have argued that solar energy can surpass both

coal and gas in terms of global power generation capacity if its growth rate is sustained.

While the low-carbon energy sources have shown tremendous growth in the last years,

they still only account for about 15% of the world’s energy production. 23 With many

countries legislating, pledging, or discussing to become carbon neutral between the years

of 2030 and 2050, there is an increasing need for technological advances that can facilitate

this transition. This thesis deals with the pursuit of such technological advances in the

field of organic electronics which has applications ranging from TVs and smartphones

that we interact with on a daily basis to electricity generation based on solar energy or

even body heat.
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1.2. Photovoltaics

Photovoltaic devices (solar cells) convert the energy of light into electricity: The

absorbed light (photon) creates negatively (electron) and positively (hole) charged particle

pairs. These oppositely charged particles are then separated and transported to different

electrodes and extracted to an external circuit to generate electricity. The efficiency of

such a process is often measured by the power conversion efficiency, which is the ratio of

how much power the solar cell produces with respect to a standardized power it receives

in the form of light. The technological advances in the field of photovoltaics are centered

around maximizing this efficiency while maintaining a low cost and a long device lifetime

(stability).

Another metric that is important in the context of carbon neutrality is the energy

payback time of a solar panel. It takes energy to make energy - Energy payback time

is the time it takes for the solar panel to produce as much energy as it took to make,

transport and install it. It can vary from several months up to a few years depending on

the technology. Energy payback time, together with the lifetime of the device and its

recyclability, determine how green a solar technology is.

A traditional solar cell contains a single semiconductor material with a specific band

gap (i.e., the energy difference between its valence and conduction bands) which is what

determines whether a material is a conductor, semiconductor or an insulator. Since the

solar spectrum has photons with a large range of energies, photons with energies lower

than this band gap are not absorbed and for the ones with higher energies, the energy

difference is lost as thermalization (i.e., as heat). This is the main limiting factor for

the efficiency of photovoltaics and the main reason why an optimal band gap (1.34 eV)

exists for such traditional solar cells for which a maximum efficiency of 33.7% cannot be

surpassed. This is known as the Shockley-Queisser limit. 24

The Shockley-Queisser limit is founded under the assumptions that (1) only two

charge carriers (one electron and one hole) are generated per incoming photon; (2) ther-

mal relaxation occurs for photons with higher energy than the band gap; (3) concentrators

are not used in order to focus the sun light. Some of the prevalent approaches to cir-

cumvent this limit are: Multi-junction solar cells where multiple materials with different

band gaps are combined in order to better capture the solar spectrum, light concentrators,

up conversion where two photons with insufficient energy are combined to reach the

band gap of the material, down conversion where a high energy photon is split into two

to reduce thermalization losses. So far, only the multi-junction solar cells approach has

managed to surpass the Shockley-Queisser limit.

Semiconductors can be split further into direct and indirect band gap semiconductors.

In the case of a direct band gap, the top of the valence and bottom of the conduction

bands correspond to the same crystal momentum. This is not the case for an indirect
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band gap where absorption of light requires not only energy (photon) but also a change

in the momentum (phonon). The later case makes the absorption of light harder and less

probable. Consequently, photovoltaic materials with indirect band gaps tend to be orders

of magnitude thicker than their direct band gap counterparts, in order to absorb the same

amount of light despite the lower probability. The thin-film technologies in the field of

photovoltaics refer to direct band gap materials where the thickness of the light-absorbing

“active” layer need only be in the order of a few microns to absorb sufficient light.

Photovoltaic technologies have been dominated by crystalline silicon since the very

beginning. With their high efficiency (record of 26.1%) 25 and stability, currently, 95% of

the solar energy production comes from such devices. 26 While historically silicon solar

cells have been an expensive technology (100 USD/Wp) to compete with non-renewable

energy sources, nowadays, this price has been driven down (0.2 USD/Wp) to have a

lower cost for electricity than non-renewable sources in many countries. 21 This decline

has been attributed to the learning curve of the silicon solar cells (see Figure 1.2) which

negatively correlates the cost of a technology to its cumulative amount of production. An

important downside of crystalline silicon solar cells is that its production is quite energy

intensive due to the requirement of high processing temperatures (up to 1500 °C). That,

combined with the fact that high amounts of material are required due to its indirect

band gap, leads to crystalline silicon having more than double the energy payback time of

all other solar cell technologies. 26 Currently, this corresponds to 0.7-2 years depending

on the location, 26 which is arguably still low considering a 20-year lifespan.

Figure 1.2 | Learning curve for the photovoltaics (Swanson’s law). The exponential decrease of the cost of a PV
module is correlated with the exponential increase of the installed PV modules. First data point corresponds to
1976 and the final one corresponds to December 2018. 27
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The learning curve that allowed crystalline silicon solar cells to become competitive

in the energy market also makes it harder for any new solar cell technology to catch

up with it. The commercial competitors of crystalline silicon, also known as the second

generation solar cells, therefore aimed to improve on the main deficiency of the crystalline

silicon: Its indirect band gap. This resulted in a variety of thin-film solar cell technologies

that instead of having to only directly compete with crystalline silicon, can also have

niche applications due to their added benefits of being lightweight, flexible and semi-

transparent. As of 2019, these technologies contribute to 5% of the global solar energy

production. 26 Cadmium telluride (CdTe) and copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS), with

similar record efficiencies (22.1% and 23.4%, respectively) 25 share the large majority of

this contribution. Amorphous silicon, once a prominent thin film technology, has lost its

market share in the last years due to its low efficiency (14%). 25 Gallium arsenide (GaAs),

a high cost - high efficiency (highest efficiency for a single-material solar cell - 29.1% 25)

material, is mostly used in multi-junction devices for space applications where the most

important metric is the weight to efficiency ratio and not the cost.

Finally, third generation (or emerging) photovoltaic technologies refer to thin-film

technologies that are currently in early/ongoing research stages and have no/limited

commercial availability. These technologies often tend to be solution processable, and

sometimes even printable, to allow low-cost and large-scale production. Another com-

mon characteristic of these technologies is that they often have tunable (by different

means) band gaps which makes them ideal for tandem devices to more efficiently capture

a wider range of the solar spectrum. Quantum dots, which are semiconductor parti-

cles of a few nanometers in size, are one such technology where the band gap can be

tuned by adjusting the size of these particles. They currently hold a record efficiency of

16.6% 25 and are still in the early stages in terms of application. Perovskite solar cells are

currently the fastest developing solar cell technology with their efficiency having been

risen to 25.2% 25 in less than 10 years. This low-cost and highly efficient technology is very

promising for future applications provided that its two main criticisms are solved, namely,

their long-term stability, and the use of lead, which is known to be toxic, in their most

successful devices. 28 Organic photovoltaics are also one such emerging photovoltaics

technology with a record efficiency of 17.4%. 25 The vast amount of organic materials to

choose from offers both an opportunity for continuous improvement but also a challenge

for these type of solar cells. These will be discussed in detail in the next section, as organic

photovoltaics constitutes one of the main topics of this thesis.
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1.3. Organic electronics

Organic electronics are semiconductors that are constructed from organic molecules,

that is, molecules that contain mostly carbon and hydrogen atoms. These molecules can

have sizes varying from a few atoms to thousands of atoms. Moreover, used as sub-units,

they can be intermixed or repeated many times in order to form even larger molecules,

known as polymers. Evidently, this creates a virtually unlimited chemical space which

scientists can use to create molecules with properties that are tailored for each and every

specific application. This is strongly in contrast with the limited number of traditional

inorganic semiconductor types (such as silicon-based).

The ability to have tailor-made properties allows organic electronics, if desired, to

be thermally stable, mechanically flexible, thin, lightweight, semi-transparent, wearable

and bio-integrable. Moreover, they often have the possibility to be solution processed

at low temperatures or even printed, which allows them to be produced at large scale

for low cost and by environmentally friendly methods. These benefits have resulted

in various research fields for organic electronics applications. Organic light-emitting

diodes (OLEDs) that are used in displays are the only application that has been a broad

commercial success so far. Various other applications are currently under development.

In this thesis, we deal with two of these applications, namely, organic photovoltaics and

organic thermoelectrics.

The virtually unlimited chemical space, while offering the possibility of a perfect

molecule for each application, also makes it ever more challenging to find this molecule.

In many cases, there are no clear pathways to systematically improve the desired proper-

ties. Moreover, aside from the choice of the molecule(s), the morphology can also have an

important effect on the desired properties. In the two extremes, morphology can signify

the perfect repetition/arrangement of the molecules, resulting in a crystalline structure;

or a completely random arrangement, resulting in an amorphous structure. The reality,

determined both by the choice of molecule(s) and processing conditions, can also be in

between these two extremes: For example, crystalline domains in an overall amorphous

morphology.

This strong dependence of the desired properties on both the molecule(s) and their

morphology makes a strong collaboration between experiments and theory fundamental:

Theory, having access to molecular resolution (nanometer lengthscale) and extremely

quick movement of these molecules (femtosecond timescale), can provide insight that

is not accessible experimentally. These insights can then be used to guide experiments

towards better molecules and morphologies, which results in the improvement of the

desired properties. Some of the theoretical methods available for this endeavor are

discussed in section 1.5.
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Organic photovoltaics are a class of photovoltaics which has seen tremendous im-

provement in the last 20 years, rising from a record efficiency of 2.5% to 17.4%. 25 They

have advantages that are mostly shared with other thin-film photovoltaic technologies

such as being lightweight, printable, semi-transparent, and suitable for providing triple

green energy (manufacturing, energy production, recycling). While nowadays they are

mostly considered for niche applications that make use of these advantages, a break-

through in the field could also make them competitive with the current commercial

photovoltaic technologies.

The working principle of photovoltaics was earlier (in section 1.2) described as:

The absorbed light (photon) creates negatively (electron) and positively (hole)

charged particle pairs. These oppositely charged particles are then separated

and transported to different electrodes and extracted to an external circuit to

generate electricity.

This process has an added step/challenge in the case of organic photovoltaics: Stronger

attraction between the electron and hole (due to the low dielectric constant of organic

materials, as explained in the next section) prevents the direct separation of these particles

and instead causes the creation of a strongly bound electron-hole pair that is called an

exciton. In order to separate the exciton into a “free” electron and a “free” hole, a driving

force becomes necessary. The most common approach to this end is the use of (electron)

donor and acceptor molecules and intermix them in what is called a bulk heterojunction

device.

In a bulk heterojunction device (schematic device architecture and the charge sepa-

ration process shown in Figure 1.3), (1) a photon is absorbed and an exciton is created

either on the donor or acceptor material; (2) this exciton first diffuses to a donor-acceptor

interface; (3) then, at this interface, the acceptor molecule takes the electron and the

donor molecule takes the hole and these charges are transported away from each other (=

charge separation), towards the opposite electrodes. Tuning the size of these donor and

acceptor regions/domains and finding the right balance also has serious effects on the

efficiency of organic photovoltaics: Too large domains hinder the excitons from reaching

a donor-acceptor interface due to their limited lifetime, and too small domains hinder

the transport of the separated charges to the electrodes.

A small subset of donor (in red) and acceptor (in blue) molecules that are used in

organic photovoltaics are shown in Figure 1.3. Donor molecules are often chosen to

be polymers (such as PDCBT) while acceptor materials have historically been mostly

fullerene derivatives (such as PCBM). Nowadays, the highest efficiency devices are com-

posed of what are called “small molecules” (such as ITIC). A common characteristic

among all these molecules is their conjugated bonds (originating from the alternating

double and single bonds) which gives the molecule both a rigid backbone and delocalized

electrons. Delocalization of an electron, meaning that it resides over multiple atoms, is
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PTEG-1

P3HT

ITIC

PDCBT

PCBM

Figure 1.3 | Top left: Bulk heterojunction that is used in OPVs, with red domains corresponding to donor and
blue domains to acceptor molecules. Top right: Charge separation process in OPVs (further explained in the
text). Rest: Some of the common donor (red) and acceptor (blue) molecules that are used in OPVs.
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fundamental to have charge transport in organic electronics. Aside from the conjugated

backbone, another common characteristic of these molecules is their flexible side chains.

If one considers the backbone of the molecule as its spine/core that is limited in move-

ment, then these side chains correspond to the limbs that can move much more freely.

While their main purpose is to make the molecule soluble, they can also have additional

purposes, for example those with polar functional groups, as will be described in the next

section.

Organic thermoelectrics generate electricity using the temperature difference within

an organic material through what is called the Seebeck effect. As natural heat is a ubiq-

uitous source of energy that is generated by solar, geothermal, and biochemical (body

temperature) means, making use of this energy using thermoelectric devices becomes

very attractive. In contrast to some inorganic thermoelectrics, organic thermoelectrics

are exclusively aimed for low-temperature thermoelectric applications, meaning that

these devices are expected to operate close to room temperature, making use of small

differences in temperature.

The inherent advantages of organic electronics, such as being mechanically flexi-

ble, light weight and bio-integrable make organic thermoelectrics a good candidate for

wearable/portable devices such as various sensors and health monitoring devices. Even

though power requirements for such devices are often not high, the low thermoelec-

tric performance of current organic materials prevented the commercialization of such

products.

As schematically shown in Figure 1.4, a thermoelectric device contains two dissimilar

semiconductors that are either negatively (n-type) or positively (p-type) doped, meaning

that they contain excess amounts of electrons or holes, respectively. A temperature

gradient between the hot and the cold sides of the device results in the diffusion of these

excess electrons and holes towards the cold side and generation of voltage.

P-type

N-type

+

+ +

+++++

+
+
+

+
+

+
+
+

+
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+
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Figure 1.4 | A schematic representation of a thermoelectric device where both electrons and holes diffuse from
the hot to the cold side for n- and p-type materials, respectively.

The performance of a thermoelectric device depends on three properties: 29 High

voltage generation with respect to the temperature gradient (high Seebeck coefficient,

S), ability to easily transport charges (high electrical conductivity, σ), and low heat flow

through the material to preserve the temperature gradient (low thermal conductivity, κ).
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These criteria result in the figure of merit quantity called Z T where Z =σ×S2/κ and T is

the temperature.

Since the thermal conductivity of organic materials is intrinsically low, 29 what is

left to be optimized for high performing organic thermoelectrics is σ×S2, also known

as the power factor. However, the interdependence of all these parameters makes any

optimization attempt very challenging. 30 Moreover, a successful thermoelectric device

requires good performance (high Z T ) from both its n-type and p-type components.

While p-type organic thermoelectric materials have obtained significant progress with

conjugated polymers, n-type doping is more challenging and therefore progress with

n-type organic thermoelectric materials lags behind. 31

1.4. High dielectric constant organic electronics

The dielectric constant of a material scales down the strength of the electrostatic

(Coulombic) interactions between (partially) charged particles. For example, the attrac-

tion between an electron (-) and a hole (+) will be ten times weaker in a material with

a dielectric constant of ten, compared to the interaction that would have been if these

particles were in vacuum. The electric field that is generated by these charges is dimin-

ished/screened by the response of the material. In the linear response regime, the strength

of the response (polarization, P ) to this electric field (E ) summed with the vacuum dielec-

tric constant of one gives the dielectric constant of a material (ε= 1+4πP/E).

There are different responses that a material can give which contribute to the dielectric

constant: The electronic contribution originates from the polarization of electron clouds

in response to the electric field generated by the charges; the nuclear contribution on

the other hand, originates from the displacement or reorientation of (partially) charged

atoms, polar functional groups, or whole molecules in response to the same electric field.

The dielectric response of electrons and nuclei, as one would expect, does not occur

at similar time scales. This is why the dielectric constant is referred to as a frequency-

dependent property: At high frequencies (that is, when the molecule has a very short

time to respond) only the electrons can respond to the electric field, resulting in the

electronic (or optical) dielectric constant, whereas at low frequencies all contributions to

the dielectric constant become active, resulting in the static dielectric constant.

Aside from the frequency dependence, the dielectric constant is also a temperature-

dependent quantity. The nuclear contribution to the dielectric constant is especially

susceptible to the temperature differences since the responsible nuclear motion can be

active or inactive based on the amount of thermal energy available. Therefore, it is of

interest to identify the dielectric constant of materials over the temperature range that

they are expected to operate in.

Organic electronics materials have notoriously low electronic dielectric constants.
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While for most organic materials, it varies between 2-3, highly conjugated molecules

are able to raise this value to a maximum of 4-5. The close relation of the electronic

dielectric constant to the band gap of the molecule 32 reduces its tunability for organic

electronics applications. For reference, inorganic materials such as silicon and GaAs have

electronic dielectric constants of 11 and 12, respectively. The static dielectric constant on

the other hand can reach 100 for organic molecules. However, this is only true for liquids,

where whole molecules can easily reorient in response to an electric field. Having high

static dielectric constants for organic solids (as are organic electronics) is much more

challenging due to the limited movement of atoms: The molecule not only needs to have

polar functional groups but also these groups should have high flexibility in order to

still be able to reorient in the constrained solid phase. With contradictory requirements

for maximizing the electronic (rigid and conjugated molecules) and static (flexible and

polar functional groups) dielectric constants, it is important to determine the dielectric

contribution that is relevant for the specific organic electronics application of interest.

One strategy that has been consistently successful and has become the preeminent

way to obtain high static dielectric constant organic electronics is the use of ethylene glycol

side chains. 33 These side chains have been added to fullerene derivatives, 31,34–37 small

molecules, 38,39 and polymers 40–49 and have in turn resulted in static dielectric constants

ranging from 5 to 10. These kind of molecules have been applied to various organic elec-

tronics fields such as organic photovoltaics, 34–36,38–42 organic thermoelectrics, 31,37,43–45

organic electrochemical transistors, 46,47 and organic field effect transistors. 41,48,49

Organic photovoltaics have charge separation processes that are of excitonic nature,

meaning that absorption of a photon leads to a bound electron-hole pair, called an exciton

(as explained in section 1.3). This is argued to be due to the low dielectric constant of

organic electronics 33,50–52 as the strength of the interaction between these bound particles

(exciton binding energy) is approximated to be inversely proportional to the dielectric

constant. Additionally, a high dielectric constant material in organic photovoltaics would

also reduce recombinations that occur between already separated charges originating

from different excitons (non-geminate recombination) while they are being transported

to the electrodes.

Koster et al. 53 have shown theoretically that increasing the effective dielectric con-

stant of organic photovoltaics can reduce their exciton binding energy and consequently

increase their efficiency. Thus the question follows: What is the effective dielectric con-

stant for organic photovoltaics, the electronic or the static one? This is a question that so

far has not been answered. The ethylene-glycol-containing photovoltaic materials with

high static dielectric constants have thus far not lead to higher efficiency devices 33,54 and

their effect on the exciton binding energies has not been reported.

Organic thermoelectrics, on the other hand, have already seen successful applica-

tions of ethylene-glycol-containing high static dielectric constant organic materials. It
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has been shown that this type of molecules can improve the thermal stability, doping

efficiency and power factors of organic thermoelectrics. 31,37,43–45 This improvement has

been attributed to the polar environment of ethylene glycols, 37 relating closely to their

high dielectric constant.

1.5. Multiscale Modeling of organic electronics

Organic electronics are multiscale by nature. For example, in an organic photovoltaic

device: Absorption of a photon and the subsequent creation of an exciton occur at a

femtosecond time and nanometer length scale; diffusion of this exciton to the nearest

donor-acceptor interface for charge separation takes hundreds of picoseconds in donor

and acceptor domains that are ten to hundreds of nanometers in size; transport of the

separated electron and hole to their respective electrodes occur for up to several microsec-

onds, over a device that is hundreds of nanometers in thickness; assembly of this device,

through solvent evaporation methods, lasts for up to several seconds. Evidently, all of

these processes that occur at such drastically different time and length scales cannot be

modeled by a single computational method. Instead, various computational methods are

required and their simultaneous use results in what is called multiscale modeling.

Time/length scale

Ac
cu

ra
cy

Quantum 
chemistry

Molecular 
dynamics

Coarse grain 
dynamics

~10$ atoms
~10%&& seconds

~10' atoms
~10%( seconds

~10) atoms
~10%* seconds

Figure 1.5 | Schematic representation of the accuracy of various computational chemistry methods together
with the approximate time and length scales that are often treated with them. The leftmost figure is a single
PTEG-1 molecule (see Figure 1.3 for its chemical structure); the central figure is a unit cell containing 150 of these
molecules (from chapter 4), and rightmost figure is a bulk heterojunction morphology of PTEG-1 and P3HT (see
Figure 1.3 for its chemical structure) molecules, generated by simulated solvent evaporation methods. 55
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Computational chemistry often suffers from a dilemma, as represented in Figure 1.5,

between reaching high accuracy and high applicability (i.e., simulating large systems

for long time). Methods that can treat the intricate quantum nature of electrons and

optionally also nuclei (quantum chemistry) are computationally very demanding, even

more so when interested in their time evolution, meaning that they are very limited in

the time and length scales that they can treat. As the systems and time scales of interest

grow in size and length, one has to let go of these quantum mechanical treatments and

solve the dynamics of the system classically, by Newton’s second law of motion (molecular

dynamics). As the need in size and time scales grow even further, one eventually has

to even stop treating each atom separately but instead, approximate multiple atoms as

one larger particle (coarse-grain molecular dynamics). The best method for a specific

application is often the simplest one that can describe the necessary physics. Modeling of

organic electronics makes use of all the approaches in Figure 1.5, because the necessary

physics vary per property of interest.

Quantum chemistry* often makes use of the (Born-Oppenheimer) approximation

that treats the motions of electrons and nuclei separately, because these particles have

drastically different masses and move at very different time scales. This implies that one

can formulate two different (but coupled) Schrödinger equations, one for the electrons

and one for the nuclei. In the Schrödinger equation for the electrons, the nuclei are

in a static conformation and their quantum nature is neglected. Much can be learned

already from solving only this equation where only electrons have to be treated quantum

mechanically. However, electron correlation (i.e. the motion of each electron is affected by

the presence of all the other electrons) makes even that challenging. In fact, the electronic

Schrödinger equation cannot be solved exactly for systems containing more than a single

electron. Therefore, a lot of advances in the field of quantum chemistry have been focused

on accounting for this correlation energy and thereby approaching the exact solution to

Schrödinger equation in a computationally feasible manner.

Density functional theory (DFT) brings a uniquely feasible way of tackling the electron

correlation problem. For this reason, it has been the workhorse of quantum chemistry

for any system that is too large, or any time scale that is too long to be treated with more

accurate methods, including most organic electronics applications. Axel Becke, one of

the pioneers of DFT, has described its appeal as: 56

Its basic premise, that all the intricate motions and pair correlations in a

many-electron system are somehow contained in the total electron density

alone, is so compelling it can drive one mad.

Indeed, DFT shows that the ground state properties of a system are uniquely deter-

mined by its electron density but offers no way to connect these two. A way around

*Detailed discussion of the quantum chemical methods used in this thesis can be found in the theory section of
chapter 2.
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this problem (Kohn-Sham theory) 57 is to find the correspondence between these two

quantities for the hypothetical case of non-interacting electrons and use a correction

term (exchange-correlation functionals) to account for the neglected interactions. The

lack of a systematic way for improving this correction term, and therewith the accuracy

of DFT has often been its main criticism. However, recently it has been shown that by

adding a higher level of physics to the design of these functionals, one can consistently

get more accurate results, albeit at a higher computational cost. 58

Molecular dynamics† (MD) simulations let go of the quantum mechanical treatment

of electrons and nuclei in favor of classical mechanics (Newton’s second law of motion,
~F = m ×~a). In fact, most MD approaches only consider the permanent distribution of

the electrons over the atoms (partial charges) and assume them to be static throughout

the simulation. Complete neglect of electron dynamics (induced polarization) is often

considered to be the biggest source of error in MD simulations. However, successful and

ubiquitous application of MD over a wide range of biophysical and materials science

fields, despite its lower level of theory and added sources of error, acknowledges that the

simplest approach that satisfies the necessary physics ends up being the prevalent one.

Force fields in MD simulations are what determines the interaction of each atom

with all the other atoms. Accurate sets of force field parameters must be found for each

molecule (and between molecules) beforehand. This is called force field parametrization.

There are two main components of a force field: Bonded and non-bonded terms. Bonded

terms are used exclusively for interactions within a molecule (intramolecular), usually

only between the nearest neighbors: Bonds between two atoms, angle between three

atoms, and torsion (out of plane motion) between four atoms. Non-bonded terms include

the electrostatic (Coulombic) interactions due to the partial charges on each atom, the

repulsion term that causes atoms to repel each other at very short distances, and the

attraction term that mimics the instantaneous polarization of electrons (dispersion). Ac-

curate parametrization of force fields is an important challenge for successful application

of MD. This is discussed thoroughly in chapter 3 of this thesis.

Polarizable force fields can be used when the static partial charge representation of

electrons proves to be insufficient for the property of interest (as is the case in chapters 4

and 5). Polarizable force fields mimic the induced polarization of electrons by allowing the

effective partial charge of atoms to change in response to its environment. Evidently, this

adds extra force field terms (atomic polarizabilities) that need to be parametrized. MD

simulations with polarizable force fields, while more accurate, tend to be computationally

significantly more demanding than the traditional “fixed-charge” MD approaches. This is

partly due to additional terms that need to be computed but also because of the lesser

amount of time spent on optimizing MD software for this kind of simulations. Recently

polarizable force fields have been gaining a lot of interest in the MD community and quite

†Detailed discussion of the molecular dynamics methods used in this thesis can be found in chapter 3.
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promising work is being done to minimize the computational overhead of performing

polarizable simulations. 59,60

Coarse-grain MD simulations take a step in the opposite direction than polarizable

simulations in the accuracy-applicability dilemma: Instead of treating each atom, multi-

ple atoms are grouped into a single particle (bead). These beads can have various sizes,

ranging from 3-4 atoms per bead 61 to complete molecules as beads. 62 As the size of

the bead increases so does the computational gain, however, at the cost of chemical

specificity.

Computation of the static dielectric constant for organic electronics also requires

a multiscale approach in order to account for both its electronic and nuclear contribu-

tions. The electronic dielectric constant can be computed with high accuracy using DFT

methods (as shown in Chapter 2) or by polarizable MD simulations (as shown in chapters

4 and 5) that have been parametrized based on DFT methods (as described in chapter 3).

The static dielectric constant is often computed by traditional “fixed-charge” MD

simulations. 63 This is often the wrong approach quantitatively and always so conceptually.

Such simulations can only account for the nuclear contribution to the dielectric constant

due to the lack of electronic polarization. It neglects not only the electronic contribution

(which could be accounted for separately by DFT methods) but also the coupling between

the electronic and nuclear contributions which, as shown in chapter 4, can be significantly

large. In fact, in many such force fields partial charges of atoms are overestimated on

purpose in order to match experimental static dielectric constants while only considering

the nuclear contribution. This approach has recently been shown to be quite inaccurate. 64

In this thesis, we show that polarizable MD simulations are particularly suitable for

accounting for all three of these contributions in an accurate way (see chapters 4 and 5).

1.6. Aim and Outline of this Thesis

Functionalizing organic molecules with polar side chains, often with the aim of in-

creasing the dielectric constant, has become a ubiquitous strategy in the search for the

next generation organic electronics. The performance of these materials, however, varies

drastically between seemingly similar molecules and different applications. This thesis

elucidates, by advancing and applying computational methods, what happens at the

molecular level by the inclusion of polar side chains and provides a deeper understanding

of the interplay between molecular structure, and dielectric and electronic properties with

the aim of guiding the field towards engineering better performing devices. Additionally,

the multiscale approach introduced in this thesis, which is readily applicable in vari-

ous materials science and biophysics studies, allows approaching quantum mechanical

accuracy by using computationally much more feasible molecular dynamics simulations.

The increase of the dielectric constant of organic photovoltaic devices has been
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linked to increased power conversion efficiencies. However, the distinction is often

not made which dielectric constant, i.e., electronic or static, would lead to improved

efficiencies. In chapter 2, the effect of functionalizing molecules with polar side chains

(with the aim of increasing their static dielectric constant) on the electronic dielectric

constant is investigated. Periodic coupled perturbed Kohn-Sham calculations and the

followed methodology have shown to lead to a good agreement between the computed

and experimental electronic dielectric constants, when available. The results reveal an

important undesirable outcome when manipulating the side chain to maximize the static

dielectric constant: In all cases, the electronic contribution to the dielectric constant

decreases as the side chain increases in size. This means that maximizing one contribution

to the dielectric constant sacrifices the other. Consequently, the relevance of the static

dielectric constant must be investigated in order to determine which contribution to

maximize. This is done in chapters 4 and 5 by means of polarizable molecular dynamics

simulations, after the development of the necessary methodology described in chapter 3.

The quality of the molecular dynamics simulations depends strongly on the accuracy

of the underlying force fields that determine all intra- and intermolecular interactions of

the system. Commonly, transferable force field parameters are determined based on a

representative set of small molecules. However, such an approach sacrifices accuracy in

favor of generality. In chapter 3, an alternative approach is presented, where the standard

transferable force fields are augmented with molecule-specific force field parameters

that are derived from the results of quantum mechanical calculations. The described

automated workflow, named Q-Force, enables the generation of these parameters for

novel molecules with minimal effort, and in a transparent and reproducible way. The

generated Q-Force force field can be used at the same computational cost as transferable

force fields, but with near quantum mechanical accuracy. The aforementioned accuracy

is demonstrated on a set of small molecules as a proof-of-concept. Then, complex state-

of-the-art molecules in the field of organic photovoltaics are studied, where it is shown

that the use of Q-Force can improve the potential energy surface drastically in one case,

and the HOMO/LUMO energy level distributions in blends of donor-acceptor molecules

in another. In the following chapters, force fields generated with the Q-Force methodology

are used to study the dielectric and structural properties of organic materials.

Incorporating ethylene glycols into organic semiconductors has become the preemi-

nent strategy to increase their static dielectric constant. However, as also demonstrated

in chapter 2, ethylene glycols’ contribution to the dielectric constant is due to nuclear re-

laxations and therefore, its relevance for various organic electronic applications depends

on the time scale of these relaxations, which remains unknown. In chapter 4, by means

of a new computational protocol based on polarizable molecular dynamics simulations

and by using a force field generated with the methodology from chapter 3, the time- and

frequency-dependent dielectric constant of a representative fullerene derivative with
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ethylene glycol side chains is predicted, and the origin of its unusually high dielectric

constant is explained. The extracted dielectric relaxation time suggests that ethylene

glycols may respond too slowly to provide Coulombic screening in organic photovoltaics

but are likely fast enough for organic thermoelectrics with much lower charge carrier

velocities.

After establishing the protocol for the computation of the static dielectric constant in

chapter 4, what remains to be investigated is how seemingly similar molecules exhibit

highly different dielectric constants and gain insight on how the dielectric response can

be further enhanced and accelerated. This is done in chapter 5 by studying a carefully

selected series of fullerene derivatives with EG side chains. The selection allows studying

the dielectric response in terms of both the number and length of the ethylene glycol

chains, and also the choice of the group connecting the fullerene to the ethylene glycol

chain. The computed time- and frequency-dependent dielectric responses reveal that the

experimentally observed rise of the dielectric constant within the kilo/megahertz regime

for some molecules is likely due to the highly stretched dielectric response of ethylene

glycols: The initial sharp increase over the first few nanoseconds is followed by a smaller

but persistent increase in the range of microseconds. Additionally, the computational

protocol allows the separation of different factors that contribute to the overall dielectric

constant, providing insight to make several molecular design guides for future organic

materials in order to enhance their dielectric constant further.

Aside from increasing the dielectric constant, functionalizing molecules with ethylene

glycol side chains has also become a prominent strategy to improve the electronic proper-

ties of organic materials. While these properties are known to be closely tied to molecular

structure and morphology, determining the molecular packing experimentally in poly-

crystalline films remains challenging. In chapter 6, two case studies are presented where

the molecular packing in such films is resolved through a synergistic use of spectroscopic

and theoretical methods for fullerene derivatives with ethylene glycol side chains, with the

aim of gaining further insight into the intimate relationship between molecular structure,

morphology, and electronic properties. This approach revealed that these molecules

form alternating layers of fullerenes and ethylene glycols. Such highly ordered structure is

linked in the first case study to record n-type thermoelectric performance. In the second

case study, molecular packing and transport properties of transistors are studied as a

function of the number of ethylene glycol units, which has shown that the improvement of

the transport properties with the increase of the number of ethylene glycols is correlated

to the growth of the ethylene glycol layer. This suggests that the ethylene glycol layers

might be functioning as dielectric spacers between electron conducting fullerene layers.

Finally, in chapter 7, potential future developments of the three main topics that

are covered in this thesis, namely, computation of the dielectric properties of organic

semiconductors (chapters 2, 4, and 5), the methodology for quantum mechanically
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augmented force fields (chapter 3), and resolving crystal structures by a combination of

theoretical and spectroscopic approaches (chapter 6), are discussed.
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